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This handy, alphabetically organized, quick-find Bible reference gives teens immediate access to

what Scripture says on topics such as angels, addiction, goals, gangs, work, and weapons.   The

ancient wisdom of the Bible is as relevant to today's life issues as the day it was written. Scriptures

at Your Fingertips for Teens is an extensive, easy-to-use reference for busy teens who want quick

answers from God's Word for the problems and moral complexities they face on a daily basis.

Concerned parents and grandparents can take heart knowing this book is a trusted resource for

their teens.   In seconds, teens can know what the Bible says about peer pressure, suicide,

confidence, and even magic. Containing more than 2,000 verses, this book makes a great gift for

any gift-giving occasion: graduation, birthdays, Christmas, Easter, or just to say "I'm thinking of

you."   Compiled by a mother and daughter team, every word of this book comes straight from the

Bible, with no added commentary. This reference will enrich the lives of teen readers and provide

godly guidance and wisdom for any issues they face in these trying, formative years.
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I have given this book as a gift so many times! I absolutely love it. It is perfect for those who are just

trying to find answers to their questions.

I think this is a good book for teenagers. The information is provided in a manner that is short and to

the point. I believe that the way the material is presented will hold the attention of teenagers reading

the material.



This book is fantastic! I have teenagers that often borrow my copy and I don't get it back and have

to go buy another one. If one teen sees another get it for a birthday present they are often jealous.

This book is very good for teens. My husband is a youth minister and we have many very new

Christians (have been a Christian for a day or two) that have trouble looking up what they need from

the Bible and many who are just learning how to read scripture. This book allows them to think of

something that is troubling them and go right to that subject and see what the Bible says about it. It

is also great for stronger older Christians because as we all know when we get overwhelmed it is

often difficult to find what we need and this allows us to minister and disciple effectively and

efficiently!!

This book is the only one of it's kind that I've seen, which allows teens to look up what the bible says

about many real-life topics they struggle with. I have been a social worker for 10 years, currently

specializing in adolescents. Since I work with teenagers daily, my fingers are on the pulse of topics

they face and issues they struggle with. From a professional standpoint, I highly recommend this

book for teens that have questions about how the bible relates to topics they face daily, during this

very challenging phase of their lives.
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It's obvious that Randy Treibel has never met Tiffany Graham, nor does he personally know

anything about her. If he had, he would know that she does NOT have a shady past, is not a

"degenerate" anything, and her "history of accepting bribes" is complete and utter fiction.Tiffany is

following her God-given calling into the entertainment field. She is trying to be a light in a very

darkened industry. Anyone who has worked with her will tell you of her high morals, her love for the

Lord, her love for worshipping the Lord, and her ability and willingness to spread the gospel.Her

entertainment opportunities and connections had led her to this phase of her career which involves

poker playing at tournaments. That does not make her a "hypocritical greedy opportunist". Even in



the poker tournaments, Christ's light within her shines. She brings Christ's message to those around

her, wherever her travels take her.In Mr Treibel's list of interests, he lists POKER as one of his 3

interests, yet he claims to be one who "proudly worships our Lord and Savior". Hmmmm, Mr

Treibel...maybe you should use this book to find a scripture on hypocrisy.Please don't let Mr

Treibel's falsely based review keep you from purchasing this book. Many young people won't pick

up a bible, yet this book gives them an opportunity to learn about God's teachings in a concise easy

to use way. It's a wonderful tool for teens who are looking for guidance and answers.

This book has some potential if you ignore the authors' shady past. Not only is the author a

degenerate gambler but also has a history of accepting bribes from known thieves and con men.

The scriptures quoted are great for teens looking to learn more about god. But lets face it. With our

religion in trouble do we REALLY need any more hypocritical greedy opportunists defacing those of

us who proudly worship our lord and savior?Jesus loves you, and tiffany michelle graham. May you

ask for his forgiveness to get into heaven and bring the good name back to the faith.
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